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Sweet deal for candy
factory employee
Worker didn’t have to leave job to support
constructive dismissal claim: Court
| BY THOMAS GORSKY |

missal. In such a case, it had been
widely understood the employee had a
CAN AN employee stay on the job while choice to either resign from employclaiming he was constructively dis- ment and pursue a constructive dismissed? Yes, according to the Ontario missal claim or remain in employment
Superior Court of Justice. In a recent and accept the change.
decision, the court ruled an employee
Russo was not satisfied with being
can pursue a constructive dismissal confined to these two options and
claim against his employer and at the instead retained legal counsel. His
same time remain in his position of counsel wrote a letter declaring Russo
employment. Although
to have been constructhis ground breaking
tively dismissed. What
CONSTRUCTIVE
decision favoured an
made
this
situation
DISMISSAL
employee, it has the
unusual was that Russo
potential to help employcontinued to report to
ers, depending on how the decision is work and perform his usual duties of
applied by courts going forward.
employment while suing his employer
Kerr Bros., a candy manufacturer in for constructive dismissal.
business for more than a century, had
The court’s decision
been suffering financial losses for nine
In the course of his lawsuit, Russo
years. Claiming tough measures were
necessary to ensure its financial sur- brought a motion for summary judgvival, Kerr Bros. implemented an ment. Kerr Bros. conceded the reducacross-the-board reduction in the remu- tion in Russo’s remuneration was
neration of its workforce. One of the sufficient to constitute a constructive
employees most significantly affected dismissal, but argued that by his continwas Lorenzo Russo, a managerial uing in employment, Russo had
employee with 37 years’ service. accepted the reduction and therefore
Through a combination of reduction in lost his right to pursue a claim for conhis regular wages, pension and bonus, structive dismissal.
The court accepted Russo’s position,
Russo’s annual salary was to be
finding an employee could remain on
reduced by about 50 per cent.
Historically, courts have stated that the job and bring a constructive disif a unilaterally imposed, negative missal claim against his employer. In
change to a term or condition of order to pursue such a claim, the
employment strikes at the root of the employee was obliged to make it clear
employment relationship, an employee
Continued on page 6
can make a claim for constructive dis-
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Employer’s handling
of stressed, disabled
worker validated
A BRITISH COLUMBIA government
employer did not discriminate against
a disabled employee when it changed
her job duties and wasn’t able to
resolve a harassment complaint, the
B.C. Human Rights Tribunal has ruled.
Jana Pirsel was a regional program
co-ordinator for the mental health and
addictions department of the Northern
Health Authority (NHA), a public
health provider in B.C. Pirsel supervised a program case manager, with
whom she developed a friendship.
In February 2008, the case manager
became a full-time employee after two
years working part-time. Pirsel felt at
that point, the case manager’s behaviour became more negative and
expressed her concern about it to her
supervisor. Two months later, the case
manager complained she was being
harassed by Pirsel. Despite attempts to
resolve the situation, things got worse
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Employee working during lawsuit could have benefits for employer
...continued from page 1
the workplace changes were not being
accepted. If the employer did nothing in
response, it would then be exposed to a
claim for damages reduced by the
amount of earnings received by the
employee during the period of reasonable notice.

Lessons learned
The decision in Russo has the potential to be a double-edged sword for
employers.
On the one hand, the prevailing view
in the past was that an employee was
required to leave his job if he wished to
pursue a constructive dismissal claim.
This requirement almost certainly
operated as a deterrent to the pursuit of
such a claim. If the Russo decision is followed by other courts, this deterrent
will no longer be a factor because an
employee will have the option of staying
in his job while at the same time suing
his employer.
On the other hand, Russo may offer
a silver lining to employers because it
validates the suing employee remaining
in his position of employment, a sce-

ASK AN EXPERT
...continued from page 2
confined to damages for failure to
give reasonable notice (Southin J.A.
for the majority). To this general proposition Rowles J.A. may be read as
adding the qualification that a departing employee might be liable for specific
wrongs such as improper use of confidential information during the notice
period. This appears to be consistent
with the current law, which restricts
post-employment duties to the duty not
to misuse confidential information, as
well as duties arising out of a fiduciary
duty or restrictive covenant: see G. England, Employment Law in Canada (4th
ed. (loose-leaf)), vol. 2, § 11.141. Neither
of the latter duties is at issue here.”
(Emphasis added)

6

nario that could benefit some employers. In particular, where the workplace
environment has not been poisoned to
the point where continued employment
is neither reasonable nor feasible, an
employee who remains in his job
enables the employer to obtain the benefit of the employee’s ongoing service,
while reducing the amount of the
employee’s claim (through mitigation
earnings), should a claim be pursued.
Should the employment relationship
ultimately deteriorate, the employer
retains the option to terminate employment with or without cause.
In addition, Russo does not affect the
following legal and practical principles
all of which continue to apply to the
benefit of employers:
•The general rule that a reduction of
remuneration of less than 10 per cent is
not likely to trigger a constructive dismissal.
•A well-drafted employment agreement
that contemplates a range of possible
changes to an employee’s terms and
conditions of employment will reduce
an employer’s exposure to a constructive dismissal claim.
•Advance notice of a wage reduction, or

a reduction introduced incrementally
over a longer time period (as opposed to
a 50 per cent reduction at once), will
help an employer avoid or reduce its
potential liability for a constructive dismissal claim.
•Employers with strong two-way communication with their employees, and
who share some of the benefits when
times are good, are more likely to enlist
the support of their employees when
times are bad. Fostering this type of
employment environment engenders
employees who are likely to be more
flexible in their acceptance of pay
reductions, rather than resorting to litigation.
•There are often strategies available to
proactively address a claim of constructive dismissal, but they must be pursued in a timely manner to avoid
liability. An employer that receives a
letter from an employee or her legal
counsel, or a verbal complaint, claiming
constructive dismissal, should contact
legal counsel as soon as possible.

Reasonable notice is determined on
the facts of each case and is difficult to
predict without further information
about the “key” employee and his role
with the company. From a business
viewpoint, this alone may not warrant
making such a claim. However, when a
key employee quits unexpectedly, the
employer should thoroughly investigate
whether the lack of notice or the former
employee’s post-employment conduct
has put it at risk. Again, counsel should
be consulted to assist in determining
risk and identify possible courses of
action.
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